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Facing partner, fall back a double and move forward. Lead up a double and fall back.
81 1-2 Face the man's wall and go forward a double. Those in the lead turn R to face ptn.
34 Cross Rsh ptn, and the rear line turn R about so that all face the woman's wall.
5-8 Set R&1, and go forward a double to place, having changed place with ptn.
82 1-8 Still facing the woman's wall, repeat B1 from these places to end home. Face ptn.

Fiqure 2
Partners side into line Rsh, then Lsh.
81 14 End couples lead in to meet and set L&Rto opposite as the middles fall back a
double and slip 4 small steps straight up or down to face the nearer end place.
5-8 New middles circle L as the others set forward into the end places, and turn single R.
82 1-8 Repeat 81 from these positions, ending in home places.
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Fiqure 3
A
Partners arm R and arm L.
'Hole
B1 14
in the wall' cross with ptn, and take hands in lines of four.
5-8 The middles continue to fall back, bringing the ends into two circles of 4.
Circle L halfway and open out into two lines across the room, not facing partners.
B.21-8 Repeat 81 from these positions, ending in home places.
Notes
1. I have added a set R&L in figure 1.
2. ln this revised version I have added a set L&R in the first part of figure 2.
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